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The redox-coupled proton-channel opening in cytochrome c 
oxidase 
Cytochrome c oxidase, the terminal enzyme of cellular respiration, 
reduces molecular oxygen to water. This redox-linked proton 
pump establishes the transmembrane proton gradient and 
employs the D- and K-channel for proton uptake. The K-channel 
does not constitute a continuous pathway of H-bonds, thus 
rendering its proton transport mechanism enigmatic. To address 
this question, we combined nanoenvironmental probing and 
computational studies. We found that transient channel opening 
relies on redox-induced long-range conformational changes 
that propagate to the K-channel entrance, aff ecting the H-bond 
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Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO), a redox-coupled proton pump, catalyzes the reduction of molecular oxygen
to water, thereby establishing the transmembrane proton gradient that fuels ATP synthesis. CcO employs
two channels for proton uptake, the D- and the K-channel. In contrast to the D-channel, the K-channel
does not constitute a continuous pathway of H-bonds for proton conduction and is only active in the
reductive phase rendering its proton transport mechanism enigmatic. Theoretical studies have suggested
selective hydration changes within the K-channel to become activated and being essential for vectorial
proton transport. Here, we unravel a previously unidentified mechanism for transient proton channel
activation by combining computational studies with site-directed nano-environmental probing of
protonation, structural changes, and water dynamics. We show that electrostatic changes at the
binuclear center lead to long-range conformational changes propagating to the K-channel entrance as
evidenced by time-resolved fluorescence depolarization experiments and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. These redox-induced long-range structural rearrangements affect the H-bond network at
the K-channel's protein surface as shown by pKa-shift analysis of a local probe in experiment and
simulation. Concomitantly, selective channel hydration at the K-channel entrance was revealed by
dipolar relaxation studies to be associated with channel opening. We propose that instead of a singular
change, it is the intricate interplay of these individual redox-triggered changes in the cause–effect
relationship that defines the mechanism for transient proton conduction of the K-channel.Introduction
The membrane protein complex cytochrome c oxidase (CcO)
(Fig. 1) is an essential part of the mitochondrial respiratory
chain and plays an important role in oxidative energy metabo-
lism.1–5 CcO dysfunction causes a variety of severe metabolic
diseases6 and is linked to neurodegenerative disorders.7
Functioning as a redox-coupled proton pump, the redox
reaction of CcO, consuming four “substrate” protons, is coupled
to the translocation of additional four “pumped” protons from
the N- (negative) side across the membrane, thus increasing the
electrochemical proton gradient.2 Major similarities between
eukaryotic and prokaryotic CcO complexes have been revealed.n, 14195 Berlin, Germany. E-mail: ulrike.
Freie Universita¨t Berlin, 14195 Berlin,
19, SI-1001 Ljubljana, Slovenia
bridge, Cambridge CB2 1EW, UK
(ESI) available: Experimental and
Tables S1, S2 and supplementary
811In particular, Paracoccus denitricans CcO is well suited to study
the function and catalysis of its human mitochondrial counter
part due to a high degree of homology while maintaining a less
complex structure comprising only four subunits.3,8 Bacterial A-
type CcOs translocate protons from the N-side (cytoplasmic
side) to the catalytic center through two uptake pathways
(Fig. 1A), named the K- and D-channels aer their essential
residues K354 and D124 (Paracoccus denitricans CcO amino
acid numbering, a one-letter amino acid code is used
throughout). Proton transport through these channels is
asymmetric, i.e., six protons move along the H-bond network of
the D-channel, while only two protons translocate through the
K-channel (Fig. 1B).5 It is generally assumed that these two
protons are “substrate protons” required for the catalytic
reduction of molecular oxygen to water in the binuclear center
(BNC),9 consisting of the cofactors heme a3 and CuB (Fig. 1A).
The K-channel is only active during the reductive part of the
catalytic cycle,5 i.e., from the fully oxidized O state during two
sequential electron uptake steps from cytochrome c (O/ E/
R transitions, Fig. 1B). The most general questions are how
proton transport through the K-channel occurs in the absence
of a continuous H-bond network and how selective channel
activation is performed based on the enzyme's catalytic state.This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 1 (A) Overall architecture of the two core subunits 1 (gold) and 2 (grey) of P. denitrificansCcO (based on PDB: 3HB3 (8)). Residues belonging
to subunit 2 are labeled with superscript B. Fluorescein (green) is covalently linked to a cysteine introduced at position 299. CuA, CuB, heme a, and
heme a3 are indicated in magenta and blue, respectively. Helices 6 and 8 are in red and purple, respectively. Water molecules in the K- and D-
channels are in cyan. Residues K354, Y280, H276, H526, H73B, and E78B are highlighted. The latter is the probable starting point of the K-channel.
(B) Catalytic cycle of CcO: during the reductive phase (O, red to R, blue), the K-channel (cyan) transports two protons for oxygen reduction. (C)
Top view on K-channel entrance, fluorescein bound to K299C is shown.






























































































View Article OnlineRedox state-dependent organization of water molecules within
the protein was proposed from molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to play a role in gating and proton transfer.10–13
Theoretical models explaining K-channel opening highlight the
importance of the protonation state and conformation of the
essential K354 (ref. 11) in helix 8 and of the active site Y280 (ref.
9) in helix 6 (purple and red helices in Fig. 1A, respectively).
Y280 might be involved in K-channel opening by connecting
a water chain in the reductive phase.11,14,15 While extensive
theoretical work exists, experimental evidence on how the
proton channel becomes activated is missing.
Here, we dissect the mechanistic aspects of proton channel
activation by investigating protonation and water dynamics, as
well as conformational dynamics at the channel entrance
depending on the redox-state of the catalytic center using
a combination of experimental and computational methods.
We employ site-directed uorescence labeling of single reactive
CcO cysteine variants with water dynamics- and protonation-
sensitive uorophores at the N-side end of helix 6, which
hosts Y280. We expect the residues 299 at the protein–water
interface and 295 one helix-turn inwards to be ideally suited for
monitoring relevant changes that enable proton transport into
the K-channel without disturbing proton uptake (Fig. 1A and C).
As a thiol-reactive probe for hydration we used 6-bromoacetyl-2-
dimethyl-aminonaphthalene (BADAN). Its time-dependent
uorescence shi (TDFS) varies in response to changes of
hydration.16,17 As a protonation sensitive dye we employed 5-This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020iodo-acetamidouorescein (5-IAF) (Fig. 1A and C), which can
also be used in time-resolved uorescence anisotropy experi-
ments to probe protein dynamics.18 To obtain an atomistic
picture of the observed spectroscopic changes and to ascertain
that the uorescence probe close to the K-channel entrance is
not disturbing the enzyme electrostatics, we combined experi-
ments with MD simulations and electrostatic energy computa-
tions of the labeled enzyme.
Using this unique approach, we show a redox-induced
structural rearrangement in the protein's H-bond network
propagating from the cofactors to the K-channel entrance that is
correlated with an increase in protein exibility at the end of
helix 6 facing the protein–water interface. At the same time, we
observed in TDFS experiments a substantial increase in local
solvent relaxation dynamics at the protein surface, indicating
the involvement of hydration changes in K-channel opening.
Through this complex mechanism, subtle conformational
changes at the protein surface, triggered by cofactor redox
changes, inuence K-channel proton transport signicantly.
Thereby water molecule diffusivity also plays a decisive role.
Thus, we identied cause–effect relationships in the coupling of
protonation dynamics and conformational changes propa-
gating through the extended network of hydrogen bonds.
Experimental
Design, construction, and labeling of the single-cysteine Cco-CS-
K299C (in short K299C) and CcO-CS-S295C (S295C) variants wereChem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3804–3811 | 3805
Fig. 2 (A) Protonation equilibrium of fluorescein between the mono-
anion and the alkaline di-anion state, whose absorbance band at
500 nm is pH-dependent. (B) Computed pKa-shift considering just
change of conformation or change of the redox state of cofactors
alone, or of both (diagonal arrow). (C) Measured and (D) computed
pH–titration curve of K299-AF at the N-side end of helix 6, oxidized
CcO: red; reduced CcO: blue. Errors of measured pKas are given in the
text. Both in experiment and computation, a 4-electron reduced state
was considered. Experimental conditions: 2 mM potassium phosphate
buffer, 100 mM NaCl, 0.05% b-dodecyl-maltoside (b-DM), 20 C.
Generation of oxidized and reduced forms as described in the ESI.†






























































































View Article Onlineperformed as previously described.19 Expression, cell growth,
harvesting, isolation, purication, and uorescence labeling of
the proteins were essentially performed as described in ref. 19
and 20. Titration and pKa-determination, steady-state and time-
resolved uorescence anisotropy experiments using time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) were performed
essentially as described by Alexiev et al.18,21,22 TDFS experiments
with BADAN were performed using a confocal setup for TCSPC
measurements equipped with a spectrally resolved detector.
Computations of CcO were performed as described previously.11
Fluorescein coordinates were taken from the crystal structure of
carbonic anhydrase II (PDB code: 2F14). Computation of uo-
rescence depolarization was performed similarly to Schro¨der
et al.23 Detailed computational and additional experimental
methods and materials are available in the ESI.†
Results and discussion
Redox-dependent protonation changes at the K-channel
entrance
To probe redox-dependent proton affinities around the K-
channel entrance, we used the pH-sensitive dye uorescein.
For the covalent attachment of the thiol-reactive uorescein
derivative 5-IAF we performed site-directed uorescence
labeling of the single-cysteine CcO variant K299C located at the
N-side end of helix 6, and S295C located one helix turn further
into the protein (Fig. 1), yielding K299C-AF and S295C-AF.
The proton affinity of uorescein is monitored by pKa. Thus,
we titrated the reporter dye in the K-channel open and closed
states, corresponding to the reduced (R) and oxidized states (O)
of the enzyme, respectively; the latter occurs directly before K-
channel activation.13 Fig. 2C shows the experimental pH–titra-
tion curves of K299C-AF in the oxidized and reduced state of the
enzyme. The pKa of bound uorescein increases by DpKa ¼ +0.4
 0.1, from 6.69  0.04 in O to 7.05  0.05 in R (Fig. 2C). In
contrast, the pKa of S295C-AF, located at a position further into
the protein and pointing away from the K-channel (Fig. 1A),
displays a negligible shi of DpKa ¼ 0.1  0.2, from 7.11 
0.05 in O to 7.03  0.06 in R (Fig. S1†).
To investigate the molecular origin of the pKa-upshi at
position 299 we performed MD simulations and electrostatic
energy computations of K299C-AF (Fig. S2†). Test simulations
involving wild-type CcO indicate that the presence of uorescein
at position 299 at the end of helix 6 essentially does not inu-
ence the electrostatic properties of amino acid residues on the
enzyme surface. The computed pKa-value of CcO-bound uo-
rescein shis by +0.86 pH-units from 5.43 to 6.29 (Fig. 2D). The
computed pKa-values have a slight negative offset compared to
the experiments and the amount of the computed redox-
induced pKa-shi is larger compared to the experimental titra-
tions. However, qualitatively the experimental pKa-upshi is
clearly reproduced in the electrostatic energy computation,
both in sign of shi and magnitude (Fig. 2D). Note that pKa-
upshis comparable to those of K299C-AF have been measured
for residues at the surface of other proteins.21
Electrostatic calculations and computations of pKa-values
have previously contributed to the elucidation of the proton3806 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3804–3811transfer mechanism in CcO's D-channel.24–27 By unraveling the
nature of the probe's pKa-upshi we expect to shed light on
the mechanism of transient K-channel opening. Different
mechanisms could contribute. The observed pKa-upshi
could be due to short-range electrostatic interactions induced
by deprotonation of nearby residues, thus increasing the
immediate negative surface charge. However, also a direct
long-range electrostatic effect could be responsible, which is
due to change of charges at the cofactors (CuA, heme a, and
BNC) with reduction, thereby increasing the electrostatic
potential at the N-side surface.28 The most interesting
scenario, however, would be a redox-induced conformational
change arising within the protein and propagating to the K-
channel entrance where the uorescein label is bound. Note
that even small-scale conformational changes can induce
a rearrangement of H-bonds.29 For the case at hand, such
rearrangements can affect the pKa of the protein-bound probe
at the channel entrance.
To investigate these three possibilities, we computed the pKa-
values of CcO-bound uorescein using time frames of the MD
trajectory for both redox states at position 299 (O or R, Fig. 2B,This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020






























































































View Article Onlinevertical axis), where the charges of the cofactors were obtained
from the corresponding other redox state. These pKa-values
practically did not differ from each other (Fig. 2B, horizontal
axis), ruling out a direct long-range electrostatic effect. A short-
range effect could exist due to protonation changes of two
nearby histidines (H526 and H73B, Fig. 1A). However, in the pH
range where the uorescein probe changes its protonation state
with the redox state of CcO, the histidines do not change their
protonation state in the computation. Therefore, also a short-
range electrostatic effect can be ruled out. However, when
including the entire trajectory and thus allowing the enzyme's
conformation to adjust to its redox-state, the probe's pKa-upshi
becomes apparent in the computations (Fig. 2B, diagonal arrow).
Thus, this result strongly supports that the protein conformation
is responsible for the change in the H-bond network around the
K-channel entrance, which in turn shis the pKa of uorescein.
Remarkably, in the MD simulations we did not observe large-
scale conformational changes between O and R states. Hence,
the observed pKa-shi must rather be due to subtle conforma-
tional changes that involve a reordering of the H-bond pattern, all
induced by the charge change at the distant cofactors. Therefore,
we suggest that the conformational changes in the O/ E/ R
transition correlate with a rearrangement of the H-bond network
that is mediated though helix 6 from the cofactors towards the K-
channel entrance at the N-side of the enzyme. Fluorescein at
position 299, directly at the helix–water interface, senses this
particular redox-coupled H-bond network.
Direct observation of redox-dependent structural changes at
the K-channel entrance
To support our suggestion, we set out to directly detect the
proposed subtle conformational changes by measuring the
local protein dynamics at the N-side end of helix 6 in the closedFig. 3 (A) Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy curves of oxidized
parameters of K299C-AF (dark colors) and S295C-AF (light colors). Segm
values are given in Table S1.† (C) Reconstructed anisotropies from (A) and
of fluorescein in the O (left) and R (right) state with the maximal semicone
line) and helix 6 (red) with indicated flexibility increase. Experimental cond
b-DM, 20 C.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020and open state of the K-channel, i.e. in the O and R states of
CcO, using picosecond time-resolved uorescence depolariza-
tion experiments. The resulting anisotropy decay curves reveal
the rotational dynamics of the protein-bound probe and yield
information on global and local protein dynamics as well as on
the protein structure and conformational changes.18,22,23,30 Since
the probed rotational dynamics of the uorophore is affected by
the motion of the protein segment to which it is covalently
attached, we expect to detect nanosecond dynamics changes of
helix 6 itself and of the immediate environment including
structural constraints imposed by the surrounding helices (i.e.,
helices 7 and 8, Fig. 1A).
We performed data analysis of the anisotropy decay curves
(Fig. 3A and S3†) as described previously.18,22 The three main
decay components were assigned to the dynamics of (i) the dye
itself with a correlation time f1 in the 100–300 ps range, (ii) the
helix segment to which the dye is bound to with f2, whose
amplitude b2 is related to relative helix mobility
b
0
2 ¼ b2=ðb2 þ b3Þ; and (iii) the rotation of the whole protein
complex (correlation time f3  135 ns), whose amplitude b3
represents a measure of steric hindrance of helix 6 motion
(Table S1†). The rotational correlation time f2, indicating the
dynamics of helix 6, decreases only slightly from 2.7 ns in the
oxidized state to 2.4 ns in the reduced state for K299C-AF
(Fig. 3B). One helix turns inwards at position 295 (Fig. S3†);
however, helix 6 dynamics is much slower in the oxidized state
(3.4 ns) but becomes faster upon enzyme reduction with a value
of f2 ¼ 2.6 ns. This correlation time is similar to the values at
position 299, indicating an increased helix exibility in the K-
channel open state that may extend from the end of helix 6
towards the protein interior upon enzyme reduction. The
conformational space of helix 6 movement can be expressed as
relative helix mobility b
0
2 (Fig. 3B). These data reveal a strong(red) and reduced (blue) K299C-AF with fit curves. (B) Anisotropy
ental (helix 6) relative mobility is calculated as b
0
2 ¼ b2=ðb2 þ b3Þ: The fit
anisotropies from MD simulations. (D) Angular frequency distributions
angle qM. (E) Structural image highlighting the K-channel (dashed blue
itions: 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 8.0, 20 mMNaCl, 0.05%
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3804–3811 | 3807






























































































View Article Onlinemobility increase of 50% at the N-side end of helix 6 upon
reduction of the enzyme. Also the probes' motional freedom
(amplitude b*1) increases at position 299 by about 70% upon
reduction. Together, the increased helix dynamics observed at
position 295 (3.4 ns/ 2.6 ns) and the helix mobility changes at
position 299 demonstrate an increase in exibility at the end of
helix 6 that could be due to partial unfolding of the surface
exposed turn of helix 6 in the reduced state (Fig. 1 and 3B, E).
The observed exibility changes at the surface-exposed end
of helix 6 might be related to a change in the neighboring
helices 7 and 8, for which MD simulations suggested an
increase in conformational exibility in the reduced CcO
state.15,31 Using the cone-in-a-cone model23 we can directly
quantify the conformational space of helix 6 mobility from the
anisotropy curve (Fig. 3A). At position 299 we obtain half-cone
angles for the motion of helix 6, which increase from 25 in
the oxidized to 33 in the reduced state, clearly showing that the
helix itself gains more conformational space. By comparing the
experimental uorescence anisotropy decays with the calcu-
lated anisotropy decays from the MD simulation (Fig. 3C),
which agree well, we can derive the maximal value of the
angular frequency distributions of the dye from the MD simu-
lations, which corresponds to the wobbling-in-a-cone half cone
angle qM, comprising both label and helix conformational
space. The computational data are in very good agreement with
the experimental values (Fig. 3B and D), pointing to a higher
exibility and a larger conformational space of helix 6 in the
open state of the K-channel (Fig. 3E). Moreover, the data t to
the expectation of a higher exibility of the surrounding helices
upon K-channel activation.15,31Redox-dependent water dynamics around the K-channel
entrance
The hydration shell structure and water dynamics profoundly
inuence the enzyme function and conformation. Changes in
hydration may lead to alterations in local H-bond patterns. The
dynamics of water molecules within and at the surface of
proteins can vary over several orders of magnitude.32 This is
especially true for proton pumps, where water networks and
hydrogen-bonded water molecules contribute to the interior of
the proton channels to transport protons to their respective
targets. These water molecules usually have longer re-
orientation times and slower diffusivity than bulk water.32
Indeed, a recent theoretical study suggests that water dynamics
may play a decisive role in the activation of the K-channel and
the proton pumping mechanism of CcO.13
Here, we used the solvatochromic dye BADAN as a probe to
measure the mean reorientation time of solvent molecules and
the corresponding spectral shis. BADAN undergoes intra-
molecular charge transfer (ICT) from the dimethylamine group
to the carbonyl upon excitation (Fig. 4A). The resulting negative
charge on the carbonyl can further be stabilized by a hydrogen
bond.17 Different ICT species can be observed depending on the
wavelength (Fig. 4A): non-hydrogen-bonded (ICT), immobile
hydrogen-bonded (HICTi), and mobile hydrogen-bonded emis-
sion (HICTm). When bound to a protein, BADAN was shown to3808 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3804–3811serve as a highly sensitive local probe for solvation dynamics,
conformational and H-bond changes.33 Due to its thiol-reactive
group, BADAN can be covalently linked to the single reactive
cysteines at positions 295 and 299, respectively, in helix 6 of
CcO, yielding S295C-ADAN and K299C-ADAN. As shown in
Fig. 4B, the K299C-ADAN uorescence maximum shis from
21 120 cm1 to 20 870 cm1 upon reduction of the enzyme,
indicating a more dynamic solvent environment. For S295C-
ADAN, on the other hand, almost no shi of the uorescence
maximum was observed. The uorescence maximum, however,
indicates that position 295, although deeper into the protein,
experiences a relatively polar solvent environment compared to
position 299, probably due to the vicinity of a water molecule.8
Using spectral decomposition with a linear combination of log-
normal functions we found mostly hydrogen-bonded emission
fractions (HICT) for both label positions (Fig. 4C, right), indi-
cating a solvent-exposed conformation of the BADAN label in
agreement with the spectrum of CcO-ADAN lying between
BADAN in nonpolar solvents and water (Fig. 4B, le). The
spectral decomposition yields three uorescent species for both
oxidized and reduced K295C-ADAN and K299C-ADAN (Fig. 4C
and S4, Table S2†). The spectrum of K299C-ADAN that changes
the most upon reduction (Fig. 4C) shows a substantial decrease
from 40% to 22% in the HICTi component (Fig. 4C, green)
favoring the mobile HICTm species (red), thus indicating
a substantial increase in water mobility at the surface-exposed
end of helix 6. The increase in water dynamics around the
position 299 is indicative of a conformational change rear-
ranging the protein–solvent interface close to the entrance of
the open K-channel. To further corroborate our ndings, we
calculated the Red–Ox difference excitation–emission spec-
trum, i.e., the differences between the reduced and the oxidized
CcO forms (Fig. 4D). We observed the same behavior as in
Fig. 4C. The disappearance of the HICTi fraction (at
22 000 cm1) at the expense of a higher amount of the HICTm
fraction (at 19 500 cm1) is clearly visible through all excita-
tion wavelengths for reduced K299C-ADAN (purple-blue colored
band vs. yellow-red band). These intensity changes are
completely absent in the Red–Ox spectrum of S295C-ADAN. It
should be noted that the redshi of the BADAN spectrum could
also be induced by label dynamics, but a steric restriction of the
label at position 299 is likely not based on the anisotropy results
shown in Fig. 3. To directly measure the local solvent dipole
dynamics and to support the above conclusions we measured
the time-resolved emission spectra (TDFS) for BADAN bound at
position 299 (Fig. 4E and S5†). The larger redshi of DnSR ¼
1950 cm1 in the R state of K299C-ADAN compared to DnSR ¼
1750 cm1 in O occurs mostly in the sub-picosecond to pico-
seconds time-domain, which is dominated by solvent relaxation
(Fig. 4E). Both TDFS curves are mostly parallel to each other at
times longer than 200 ps, a time domain that is dominated by
dye–protein interaction. Furthermore, we can rule out that the
observed redshi is due to differences in aromatic quenching
by nearby histidine or tryptophan residues (Fig. S5†), as excited-
state quenching of BADAN would result in a shortening of the
lifetime.33 Thus, it follows that the redshi in the reduced state
is indeed due to an increase in water dynamics (Fig. 4F).This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 4 (A) Chemical structure of BADAN and Jablonski diagram for the three fluorescence species (adapted from ref. 17). ICT: intramolecular
charge transfer, HICTi/m: immobile and mobile H-bonded ICT, LD: label dynamics, SR: solvent relaxation. (B) Left: Normalized fluorescence of
free BADAN in polar (H2O) and nonpolarmedia as well as labeled to CcO.Middle: Normalized fluorescence emission spectra of oxidized (red) and
reduced (blue) K299C-ADAN and S295C-ADAN. Right: Corresponding emission peak positions. Peak wavenumbers were determined through
Gaussian fitting with an accuracy of 20 cm1. (C) Spectral log-normal decomposition of oxidized and reduced K299C-ADAN. (D) Reduced–
oxidized steady-state excitation–emission difference spectra of both CcO-ADAN conjugates. (E) TDFS of oxidized and reduced K299C-ADAN.
(F) Scheme showing the increase in water mobility at the K-channel entrance upon CcO reduction. Experimental conditions: 20 mM potassium
phosphate buffer at pH 8.0, 20 mM NaCl, 0.05% b-DM, 20 C. Measurement accuracy: 1 nm. Experiments were performed twice.






























































































View Article OnlineConcomitantly, the average relaxation time decreases by 33%,
indicating increased local dipole dynamics (Fig. S5†).
Similar to the results presented in this study, a higher
protein exibility and a partial opening for mobile water
molecules were also suggested to be essential for proton uptake
of the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin.34,35 In the
case of the redox pump CcO, our experimental results show that
the local conformational change at the end of helix 6 (Fig. 3C) is
tightly correlated with a strong increase in water dynamics at
the surface of CcO close to the K-channel entrance (Fig. 4F).Conclusions
Our combined theoretical–experimental study provides answers
for two important questions: (1) how protons can be taken up
from the protein outside into a relatively dry proton transport
channel, and (2) how this process is regulated by the activation
of cofactors. The key ndings from the K-channel of CcO, the
terminal enzyme of the electron transport chain, are the
following. Alterations of H-bond networks through conforma-
tional changes propagate from the buried cofactor to the
protein surface and establish themselves as subtle changes inThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020helix dynamics and changes of proton affinities at the protein
surface. The subtle changes in helix dynamics in turn are
correlated with increased water dynamics at the protein–water
interface of the channel. The conformational change is trig-
gered by the redox-state of the BNC cofactor and thereby
establishes a long-range cause–effect relationship between the
cofactors and the channel opening at the protein surface.
Central to this conformational change is helix 6 (Fig. 1A).
Located on helix 6 is the “catalytic tyrosine” Y280 facing
towards heme a3 in the active site (Fig. 1A) and lending one
proton and one electron to the O2 reduction process.9,36 In the
crystal structure of CcO from P. denitricans,8 the catalytic
tyrosine appears to be cross-linked to H276 (Fig. 1A and 3E),
presumable to lower its pKa for efficient proton donation.37,38
Y280 is thought – based on theoretical studies – to undergo
a conformational change depending on its protonation state
during the catalytic turnover.9 Such a conformational change in
the reduced CcO might traverse along helix 6 towards the
protein surface in the form of side-chain conformational uc-
tuations and intricate H-bond rearrangements to increase
conformational dynamics at the channel entry. This increase in
conformational dynamics was indeed observed in our studyChem. Sci., 2020, 11, 3804–3811 | 3809






























































































View Article Online(Fig. 3E) and correlates with an increase in local hydration
dynamics in the lower part of the K-channel. It can be reason-
ably assumed that this increase in hydration is connected to the
widening of the K-channel and the conformational switch of the
essential K354 side chain observed in theoretical studies.11,13
Thereby, the proposed switch to establish a connection from the
upper part of the channel to the BNC and to switch activity
between the D- and K-channels8,39 seems to be tightly coupled to
the lower part of the K-channel. The observed increase in water
accessibility around the channel entrance (Fig. 4F) thus
provides the missing link to the suggested hydration increase in
the upper part of the active channel.11,13 The lower rigidity at the
channel's N-side surface in the reduced enzyme can be
considered benecial for proton uptake40 and is supported by
our previous ash spectroscopy and uorescence correlation
spectroscopy experiments, showing fast transient proton uptake
into the K-channel upon single electron injection.20,28,41
To summarize, we propose that the redox-center of CcO and
the K-channel surface constitute a long-range interaction
network enabling a steadfast proton supply upon “demand”
triggered through the electronation of the BNC in the oxidized
state. In essence, this cause–effect relationship enables
conformational changes that propagate by restructuring of
extended H-bond networks thus denoting a fundamental
mechanistic principle. In a more general way, our result
advances the understanding of the mechanism by which
membrane proteins are able to translocate ions to an embedded
cofactor and/or across the membrane.
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